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Abstract—Processes of lightinduced reorientation of nematic liquidcrystalline molecules induced by the
addition of low concentrations (0.1–2.0 wt %) of combshaped polymers and carbosilane dendrimers con
taining azobenzene fragments are studied. When the molecular structure of the above compounds becomes
more complicated, the induced orientational nonlinearity increases. The introduction of 2G and 3G den
drimers into a nematic has for the first time made it possible to visualize and study a purely optical firstorder
Freedericksz transition in the field of a linearly polarized wave.
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INTRODUCTION

The lightinduced reorientation of molecules
entails changes in the refractive index of a medium and
various nonlinear optical phenomena, such as self
focusing and selfdefocusing, wavefront conjugation,
optical bistability, and formation of solitons etc. This
phenomenon can be used for data recording, control
over propagation of light beams, optical modulation,
and other applications. The phenomena of optical
reorientation are most pronounced for a “soft matter,”
whose simplest representatives are nematic liquid
crystals (NLCs).
In liquid crystals, the nematic phase is produced by
rodlike molecules: Owing to the action of intermolec
ular forces, they align primarily in one direction that is
locally characterized by a unit vector, director n [1, 2].
The NLC director can be easily rotated by an external
lowfrequency electrical field. This phenomenon
serves as a basis for diverse applications of NLCs.
A similar effect is observed for light fields [3–6].
A light beam passing through a layer of a transparent
NLC rotates director n and aligns it along the direc
tion parallel to the direction of light field E, thus
increasing the refractive index of an extraordinary
wave. The corresponding (“positive”) orientational
optical nonlinearity of the NLC is nine orders of mag
nitude higher than the Kerr nonlinearity of conven
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tional liquids [4]. The mechanism of optical orienta
tion in nonabsorbing NLCs is related to the action of
light field E on dipoles induced in the NLC molecules
by the same field. The torque acting on molecules of a
nematic matrix and normalized to the unit volume of
the NLC has the form
2

Δε A
(1)
( ne)[ ne],
Γ=
8π
where Δε is the dielectric anisotropy at the light fre
quency, A is the lightfield amplitude, and e is the
lightpolarization unit vector.
When a nematic matrix is doped with dye mole
cules, orientational optical nonlinearity can increase
by three orders of magnitude (when the concentration
of the additive is ~1 wt %) [7]. In thedoped NLCs, the
director can rotate both parallel and perpendicularly
to the lightfield direction. In the second case, the
refractive index of the extraordinary wave decreases.
(“Negative” nonlinearity is observed [8].)
The mechanisms leading to the lightinduced rota
tion of the director in the absorbing NLCs cannot be
considered indisputable, and several models of this
phenomenon are known [9–14]. However, it is com
mon knowledge that the rotation of the director
requires the development of an ensemble of excited
dye molecules whose orientational distribution is
asymmetric with respect to the director [7].
The torque acting on the director of the absorbing
NLC can be described by a relationship that is similar
to Eq. (1):
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2

Δε A
( ne)[ ne]
Γ = eff
8π

(2)

Instead of Δε, this relationship includes Δεeff which is
referred to as the effective dielectric anisotropy (Δεeff
can be positive or negative). The nonlinear optical
response of the absorbing NLCs can be characterized
by the ratio of the effective dielectric anisotropy and
the true dielectric anisotropy, η = Δεeff /Δε, which may
be called the nonlinearity enhancement factor.
Of special interest are azodoped LC systems
whose configurations of molecules can undergo light
induced changes. For example, it was found [15] that,
for such systems, the sign of nonlinearity (and, corre
spondingly, the direction of the lightinduced reorien
tation of the director) depends on angle γ between the
light field and the director: The nonlinearity is positive
when γ is lower than a certain critical level γ < γcr and
is negative at γ > γcr. This dependence can be explained
as follows: First, trans and cis isomers of the azo dye
generate negative and positive nonlinearity in the
nematic matrix, respectively; and, second, the ratio of
concentrations u = ctrans/ccis of these isomers in the
light field depends on angle γ [16]. The latter circum
stance is provided by different order parameters of the
isomers. (The order parameter of the trans isomers is
higher because of their elongated shape.) As a result, as
γ increases, the average cross section of the optical
absorption of trans isomers, σtrans(γ), decreases at a
higher rate than the cross section of the absorption of
cis isomers, σcis(γ). In the strong field u ~
σcis(γ)/σtrans(γ), and the sign of the nonlinearity can
reverse as the fraction of trans isomers increases.
As absorbing molecules that enhance nonlinearity,
dopants based on lowmolecularmass dyes are tradi
tionally used. At the same time, highmolecularmass
compounds seem to be promising candidates for the
optical orientation of liquid crystals, because, com
pared to lowmolecularmass compounds, they have
some parameters that are crucial for the lightinduced
director reorientation. For example, macromolecules
have higher rotational diffusion times and moments of
inertia (a circumstance that should assist the develop
ment of an ensemble of excited molecules with an
angular distribution asymmetric with respect to the

CH2
CH COO
y

CH2
CH COO
x

director). Moreover, the spatial distribution of the
absorbing fragments in the nematic matrix can be
strongly inhomogeneous, in contrast to the spatial dis
tribution of the lowmolecularmass dyes.
Pioneering observations over orientational nonlin
earity induced in the NLCs by a highmolecularmass
compound (the polymer MEHPPV) were reported in
[17]. The negative orientational nonlinearity of this
LC system is an order of magnitude higher than the
nonlinearity of the undoped nematic matrix.
This current paper presents results from the inves
tigation of the orientational action of light on LC sys
tems doped with combshaped polymers and various
generations of dendrimers containing azobenzene
fragments. The experimental samples and experimen
tal procedures are described, and experimental results
from previous studies of the LC systems containing
combshaped polymers [14, 18, 19] and dendrimers
[19–21] are revisited. One section is devoted to the
lightinduced firstorder Freedericksz transition [21–
23] due to the use of dendrimers.
EXPERIMENTAL SAMPLES
AND PROCEDURE
As a nematic matrix, ZhKM1277 liquid crystal
line material (a mixture of biphenyls and esters,
Research Institute of Organic Intermediaries and
Dyes, Russia) was used. ZhKM1277 can produce a
nematic mesophase in the broad temperature interval
–20 to +60°C and has a positive dielectric anisotropy
(Δε = 12.1 at a frequency of ν = 1 kHz). The refractive
indexes of extraordinary and ordinary waves are n|| =
1.71 and n⊥ = 1.52, respectively (λ = 589 nm).
Combshaped copolymers, 1G and 5G homoden
drimers, and statistical 2G–4G codendrimers are used
as azobenzenecontaining highmolecularmass
dopants. To gain comparative data on the parameters
of nonlinearity induced by highmolecularmass
dopants, experiments were performed for lowmolec
ularmass dyes whose structure is similar to the struc
ture of “absorbing” azobenzene fragments of polymers
and dendrimers.
The structural formulas of combshaped copoly
mers P1 (M = 4.7 × 104) and P2 (М = 7 × 103) are
presented below.
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The polymers contain cyanobiphenyl and azobenzene
fragments attached to the alkyl chain by oxyaliphatic (P1)
and aliphatic spacers (P2) of different lengths.

The structural formula of the used azo dye AD1,
which is similar to side azo fragments of the polymers,
is presented below.
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Figure 1 presents the molecular structures of 1G
and 5G homodendrimers containing azobenzene ter
minal fragments and of the corresponding lowmolec
ularmass azo dye (AD2). The synthesis, phase
behavior, and photooptical characteristics of the
above compounds in isotropic solutions and as thin
films were described in [24]. Figure 2 shows the struc
tures of 2G, 3G, and 4G codendrimers containing
azobenzene and aliphatic terminal fragments, which
are randomly distributed on the dendrite surface.
Their synthesis and characteristics were described in
[25]. The weight concentration of azobenzenecon
taining polymers and dendrimers in the nematic
matrix varied from 0.1 to 2.0%.
For all the studied azo compounds, the absorption
maxima lie in the UV spectral interval. In the blue–
green interval (440–550 nm), the absorption of the
compounds monotonically decreases as the light
wavelength increases. All LC mixtures feature marked
dichroism. For example, for a 0.5% solution of P1 in
the ZhKM1277 nematic matrix, the absorption coef
ficients are the following: α|| = 51, 43, 33, 14 cm–1 and
α⊥ = 13, 11, 8, 3 cm–1 at wavelengths of λ = 458, 473,
488, and 515 nm, respectively. The same values of the
absorption coefficients were obtained for the ZhKM
1277 + 0.3 AD1 sample containing nearly the same
concentration of azo fragments. For ZhKM1277
doped with the 4G dendrimer (0.15%), the absorption
coefficients at a wavelength of λ = 473 nm were α|| =
20 cm–1 and α⊥ = 10 cm–1.
In our experiments, we used plane–parallel 100μ
thick cells with a currentconducting layer (ITO); the
cells were filled with the LC material. The studies were
performed for planarly and homeotropically aligned
LC cells. To produce a planar alignment, glasses were
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covered with thin (~50 nm) polyimide layers that were
rubbed in opposite directions. In the homeotropic
cells, chromium stearyl chloride was used as an align
ing agent. The quality of the oriented cells was tested
on a POLAM213 polarization microscope.
The optical orientation in the LC systems was stud
ied via the method of aberrational selfphase modula
tion of a light beam [19, 26, 27]. As an example,
Fig. 3a shows the case of normal light incidence on the
planarly oriented cell with negative nonlinearity.
An extraordinary polarized beam with plane wavefront
WF0 is focused into a cuvette containing a liquid crys
tal. Laserbeam intensity I0 in the transverse cross sec
tion has a Gaussian profile; hence, a lightinduced
change in the refractive index of the extraordinary
wavefront is maximum along the lightbeam axis (the
dotted line in Fig. 3). This change leads to a bell
shaped of wavefront WF1: its central part “runs away”
from peripheral parts owing to a decrease in the refrac
tive index. At the deformed wavefront, it is possible to
define pairs of rays k1 and k2 with the same deviation
from the beam axis. The interference of these rays
leads to the formation of a set of concentric rings in the
far region that are visible on a screen.
The number of aberration rings, N, is related to the
thicknessaveraged changes in the refractive index of
the extraordinary wave through the simple relation
ship
|Δn| = Nλcosβ/L,
(3)
where L is the thickness of the LC cell, β is the light
refraction angle.
The character of the changes in the transversal dis
tribution of intensity in the ring pattern that are due to
the shift of the LC cell relative to the lightbeam axis
makes it possible to define the aberration selfaction
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Fig. 1. (a) 1G and (b) 5G homodendrimers containing azobenzene terminal groups and (c) the azobenzenecontaining low
molecularmass analog AD1 of the terminal group of dendrimers.

sign (an increase in the refractive index corresponds to
the selffocusing of the beam, while a decrease in the
refractive index corresponds to selfdefocusing) [27].
In the case of the steadystate aberration pattern, the
most intense ray, the axial ray, corresponds to wave
front point A (Fig. 3a). The times of formation and
relaxation of the deformed director field are tens of
seconds; hence, when a cuvette is swiftly shifted
upward, the axial ray passing through point B (Fig. 3b)
deviates under the action of the refractiveindex gradi
ent. In the case of the negative nonlinearity, the lower
part of the ring pattern is brightened; in the case of the
positive nonlinearity, the upper part of the aberration
pattern is brightened.
Figure 4 shows the scheme of the experimental
setup. As illumination sources, ILA120 (λ = 458,
476, 488, and 515 nm) and LASOS (515 nm) argon
lasers and an LCSDTL364 solidstate laser
(473 nm) were used. A horizontally polarized light
beam was focused on the sample through a lens with a
focal length of f = 18 cm. The polarization plane of the
light beam was rotated with a double Fresnel rhomb.
The LC layer plane was vertical, and unperturbed

director n0 lay in the horizontal plane. The angle of
light incidence onto a crystal, α, can be varied via the
rotation of a cuvette containing NLC around a vertical
axis. For the described geometry of experiments in the
homeotropic and planar cells, an extraordinary light
wave was generated. An alternating voltage (ν =
3 kHz) from an MXG9802A (METEX) generator
could be applied to the cell. The aberration pattern
induced in the transverse cross section of the light
beam that was passed through the NLC layer was visu
alized on a screen.
INTERACTION OF LIGHT WITH NLC DOPED
WITH COMBSHAPED POLYMERS
The irradiation of the NLC samples containing
copolymers or azo dye AD1 leads to the development
of a characteristic set of concentric aberration rings.
This pattern is provided by reorientation of the direc
tor because its times of formation and relaxation
(“collapse” as the lightbeam power decreases) are
tens of seconds. The sign of selfaction shows that, for
the polymerdoped homeotropic and planar samples,
as well as for the homeotropically aligned sample con
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Fig. 2. 2G, 3G, and 4G codendrimers with statistically distributed aliphatic and azobenzene terminal fragments.

taining AD1, selfdefocusing of the light beam occurs
(negative nonlinearity; NLC director n is aligned per
pendicularly to the direction of light field E). In the
case of the AD1 doped planar crystal, the light beam
undergoes selffocusing (positive nonlinearity; the
NLC director is aligned along the field E).
Figure 5 shows the thicknessaveraged changes in
refractive index Δn plotted against lightbeam power P
for the planar samples. As P increases, |Δn| monotoni
cally increases and approaches its saturation level; for
combshaped polymers P1 (curves 1, 4) and P2
(curve 2), the orientational nonlinearity is much
higher (at a lower power, a higher selfinduced refrac
tive index is attained) than that of lowmolecular
mass dye AD1 (curve 3). For normal light incidence
(curve 4), the director reorientation shows a threshold
character (Pth = 1.5 mW), as is typical of the light
induced Freedericksz transition. At high power P, the
maximum change in refractive index |Δn| in the satura
tion region approaches |Δnsat| = 0.2. This result indi
cates a nearly complete reorientation of the director
perpendicular to the light field.
In the case of normal light incidence onto homeo
tropic samples and on a planar crystal doped with
AD1, light selfaction does not come into play. This
behavior suggests negative nonlinearity for homeotro
pic samples and positive nonlinearity for the planar
sample. During oblique light incidence onto homeo
tropically aligned samples beyond the saturation inter
val, |Δn| for the LC system containing polymer P1 is
~5 and ~10 times higher than those for the LC systems
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containing polymer P2 and “free” molecules of azo
dye AD1.
Therefore, the polymers feature negative nonlin
earity, irrespective of the angle γ between the light field
and the director of the liquid crystal. For lowmolecu
larmass dye AD1, nonlinearity reverses its sign: As γ
increases (on passage from the planar alignment to the
homeotropic alignment), positive nonlinearity
becomes negative. As was mentioned in the introduc
tion, this mode of nonlinearity was earlier observed for
other lowmolecularmass azo compounds. Note also
that, with a decrease in the length of a spacer joining
an azo benzene group and a polymer chain, the orien
tational susceptibility of the LC system increases.
A difference between polymers and a lowmolecu
larmass dye is also evident when planar NLCs are
exposed to a lowfrequency field (Fig. 6). In the case
of ZhKM1277 + 0.5% P1 (curve 1) and ZhKM
1277 + 0.5% P2, as voltage U increases, selfdefocus
ing of the light beam occurs. During the application of
a lowfrequency voltage to the crystal doped with the
AD1 molecules (curve 2), the sign of selfaction
reverses. In the homeotropic NLCs, irrespective of the
nature of a dopant, the external field suppresses defor
mation of the director field; as a result, the number of
selfdefocusing rings monotonically decreases.
The experiments performed on polymer P1
showed that the efficacy of the orientational action of
light increases as polymer concentration cp increases
and the light wavelength decreases (i.e., the absorption
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Fig. 3. (a) Formation of the aberration pattern in a beam after its passage through the NLC layer and (b) determination of the
selfaction sign. See text for explanations.
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Fig. 4. Scheme of the experimental setup: (1) laser, (2) double Fresnel rhomb, (3) lens, (4) NLC, and (5) screen.

increases). For example, the threshold power of the
director reorientation decreases by a factor of 12 (λ =
473 nm) when cp increases from 0.1 to 2% and by a fac
tor of 3 when the wavelength decreases from 515 to
476 nm.
To estimate the factor of nonlinearity enhance
ment, η, of the LC systems doped with polymer P1
and dye AD1, the values of power required for the
same nonlinear optical response (the number of aber

ration rings) were compared. In the case of different
signs of nonlinearity, the results for the samples with
different alignments were compared. For the oblique
light incidence (λ = 473 nm), η = 10 and –12.5 for the
planar and homeotropic ZhKM1277 + 0.3% AD1
samples, respectively, and η = –30 for planar and
homeotropic the ZhKM1277 + 0.1% P1 samples.
Let us compare the efficiency of optical reorienta
tion induced by polymer P1 and other absorbing
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Fig. 6. Changes in refractive index Δn for an extraordinary
wave (λ = 473 nm, P = 1 mW, α = 40°) plotted against
lowfrequency (ν = 3 kHz) voltage U for the planarly ori
ented samples based on (1) ZhKM1277 + 0.5% P1 and
(2) ZhKM1277 + 0.3% AD1.

Fig. 5. Changes in refractive index Δn for an extraordinary
wave plotted against lightbeam power P (λ = 473 nm)
after light beam passage through planarly oriented ZhKM
1277 samples containing (1, 4) 0.5% polymer P1,
(2) 0.5% polymer P2, and (3) 0.3% AD1 dye. Curves
1⎯3 were obtained during oblique light wave incidence
(α = 50°); curve 4 was obtained under normal light incidence
(α = 0°).

dopants. The factor of nonlinearity enhancement, η,
is proportional to the concentration of the dopant;
hence, the nonlinear optical response can be reason
ably characterized by ηα = η/(α|| + 2α⊥), which is pro
portional to the ratio between η and absorption αav =
(α|| + 2α⊥)/3 averaged over the director orientations.
For the oblique incidence of light with a wavelength of
λ = 473 nm and for ZhKM1277 + 0.1% P1, η =
⎯30 corresponds to ηα = –2.3 cm. To our knowledge,
by its absolute value, the nonlinearity parameter ηα =
⎯2.3 exceeds all known values both for negative non
linearity (ηα = –0.05 cm; calculations according to
the data reported in [8] for anthraquinone dye D4) and
for positive nonlinearity (ηα = 0.8 cm; calculations
according to the data reported in [28] for oligo
thiophene TR5).
INTERACTION OF LIGHT
WITH THE NLC DOPED WITH DENDRIMERS
As in the case of the combshaped polymers, when
samples doped with homodendrimers and azo ben
zene dye AD2 are irradiated with light, the aberration
pattern depends on the nature of reorientation of the
director. The sign of selfaction suggests that, for low
molecularmass dye AD2 and a 1G dendrimer, non
linearity alternates in sign: Nonlinearity is positive in
the planar sample and negative in the homeotropic
sample (Fig. 7). For the 5G dendrimer, nonlinearity is
negative for any geometry of interaction between the
light field and the director. In the case of normal light
incidence, the threshold Freedericksz transition
occurs (Fig. 7b, curve 4).
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The signalternating character of nonlinearity
induced by dye AD2 and a 1G dendrimer manifests
itself also in the dependence of the refractive index on
the external electrical field (Fig. 8).
As follows from Fig. 7a, the induced negative non
linearity normalized by the dopant concentration
increases in the order AD2 ≥ 1G ≥ 5G as the molec
ular structure becomes more complicated.
The measurements of the dependence of the self
action of a light beam on the rotation angle of the
polarization plane, ϕ = 0° (from the polarization
direction of the extraordinary wave and the perpendic
ular polarization direction of the ordinary wave ϕ =
90°), during oblique light incidence (α = 50°) show
that the nonlinearity changes in sign from positive to
negative at a certain critical level (ϕcr = 41° for AD2
and 22° for 1G). These results and the relationship
derived in terms of the theory of signalternating non
linearity [27] make it possible to calculate critical
angle γ between the lightfield direction and the direc
tor; this angle is 47° for AD2 and 34° for 1G.
For both planar and homeotropic samples, the
action of light on the NLC containing 2G, 3G, and
4G codendrimers leads to negative nonlinearity that
increases with the generation number (Fig. 9). The
electrical field likewise does not change the sign of
nonlinearity (Fig. 10).
FIRSTORDER ORIENTATIONAL
TRANSITIONS
The Freedericksz transitions under a lowfre
quency electrical field are traditionally secondorder
orientational transitions, and director rotation angle ψ
is a continuous function of the field. The exception is
the firstorder transition in the field parallel to the LC
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Fig. 8. Changes in refractive index Δn for the extraordinary
wave (λ = 473 nm, α = 40°) plotted against lowfrequency
(ν = 3 kHz) voltage U for planarly oriented samples: (1)
ZhKM1277 + 0.1% 5G dendrimer, (2) ZhKM1277 +
0.5% 1G dendrimer, and (3) ZhKM1277 + 0.5% AD2.
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Fig. 7. Changes in refractive index Δn for the extraordinary
wave plotted against lightbeam power P (λ = 473 nm, α =
50°) after passage of the light beam through (a) homeotro
pic and (b) planarly oriented ZhKM1277 samples con
taining (1, 4) 0.1% 5G dendrimer, (2) 0.5% 1G dendrimer,
and (3) 0.5% AD2 dye. Curves 1–3 were obtained during
oblique light wave incidence (α = 50°); curve 4 was
obtained during normal light incidence (α = 0°).

layer [29] that is characterized by a jump in ψ. Theo
retical studies [30, 31] have predicted lightinduced
firstorder transitions in a linearly polarized light wave
at high optical anisotropy, which provides a feedback
between the director rotation and the electrical field of
the wave. However, the lightinduced firstorder
Freedericksz transitions are observed only in the pres
ence of an additional stabilizing lowfrequency field
[32–34].
The use of NLCs doped with azo compounds
allows observation of the lightinduced firstorder
transition without any additional effect. This possibil
ity is due to the dependence of enhancement factor η
on angle γ between the lightfield direction and the
director, which serves as an additional feedback
between the director rotation and torque (Eq. (2)).
This relationship becomes most pronounced in the
signalternating nonlinearity; however, in this case,
the threshold reorientation is not observed, because

normal incidence of the light wave onto a homeotropic
or a planar cell stabilizes the director field. The thresh
old reorientation occurs, for example, during normal
light incidence onto the planar NLC with negative
nonlinearity. As was mentioned in the introduction,
because of the rotation of the director in this geometry,
the concentration of trans isomers should increase
and, thus, nonlinearity enhancement factor η, which
is negative, should increase in absolute value. As a
result, at the threshold power of the lightinduced
Freedericksz transition, the stable deformed state of
the director field can arise and the lightinduced reori
entation of the director becomes the firstorder orien
tational transition.
Figure 11 presents the lightinduced refractive
index plotted against power of the normally incident
light beam for the planarly oriented NLCs doped with
2G, 3G, and 4G dendrimers. As follows from Fig. 11,
all samples feature threshold Freedericksz transitions
and the threshold values decrease as the generation
number increases; this circumstance corresponds to
an increase in nonlinearity. In this case, for the 2G and
3G dendrimers, the Freedericksz transition is a first
order orientational transition: As the lightbeam
power increases up to certain level P1 (for the 2G den
drimer, P1 = 24 mW), the reorientation of the director
and the concomitant decrease in the refractive index
change abruptly, rather than gradually, as in the case of
the 4G dendrimer. This transition is accompanied by
bistability: As power P decreases, the back transition
occurs at a power of P2 < P1 (for the 2G dendrimer,
P2 = 15 mW). The relative width of the bistability
region is ΔP = (P1 – P2)/P1 = 0.38. For the thirdgen
eration dendrimers, ΔP = 0.1.
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Fig. 10. Changes in refractive index Δn for the extraordi
nary wave plotted against lowfrequency (ν = 3 kHz) volt
age U for the planarly oriented samples: (1) ZhKM1277 +
0.15% 2G dendrimer, (2) ZhKM1277 + 0.15% 3G den
drimer, and (3) ZhKM1277 + 0.15% 4G dendrimer: P =
(1) 5, (2) 3, and (3) 2.6 mW.

Fig. 9. Changes in refractive index Δn for the extraordinary
wave plotted against lightbeam power P (λ = 473 nm)
after light beam passage through (1, 3, 5) homeotropically
and (2, 4, 6) planarly oriented ZhKM1277 samples con
taining (1, 2) 0.15% 2G dendrimer, (3, 4) 0.15% 3G den
drimer, and (5, 6) 0.15% 4G dendrimer.

The firstorder transition was likewise observed
during changes in the voltage applied to the NLCs
irradiated with a light wave.
The theory of the lightinduced firstorder transi
tion [23] considers the reorientation of the director
under torque acting on the induced dipoles (according
to Eq. (1), this parameter is controlled by optical
anisotropy Δε) and the torque of intermolecular forces
induced by excitation of dopant molecules (estimated
via expression 2 from parameter Δεeff). The sum
Δεtot = Δε + Δεeff is approximated by the simple
expression

Δε tot ( ψ) =

−Δε (0)
eff (1 +

msin ψ),
2

For the 4G dendrimer, the bistability region is absent;
hence, parameter m should be lower than 0.8. There
fore, as the generation number of dendrimers
increases, the dependence of effective anisotropy on
the angle between the lightfield direction and the
director (which depends on parameter m) becomes

0

5

(4)

where ψ is the director rotation angle and
and m
are positive parameters. In terms of the continuum
models for NLCs, the steadystate values of rotation
angle ψ0 of the director at the center of the LC layer
are described by the following equation:
(5)
ψ 0 = δ P ⎡ 1 + m J 1(2ψ 0 ) − m J 1(4ψ 0 )⎤
⎣⎢
⎦⎥
2
4
2
Δε (0) A L2
Here, J1(x) is the Bessel function, δ P = eff 3
is
8π K
the dimensionless lightwave power density (δP = 1
corresponds to the transition threshold), and K is the
elastic Frank constant. Figure 12 presents the solu
tions of Eq. (5) at different parameters m. At m > 0.8,
the Freedericksz transition becomes a firstorder tran
sition that is accompanied by bistability of the director
field. As m increases, the interval of bistability widens.
Parameter m is estimated from the experimental data
on the width of the bistability region, ΔP; for 2G and
3G, the values of m are 3.2 and 1.4, respectively.

P, mW
25

15

P1

P2

Δε (0)
eff

−0.1

( )
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−0.2

3

2

1

Δn

Fig. 11. Changes in refractive index Δn for the extraordi
nary wave P plotted against lightbeam power P (λ =
473 nm, α = 0°) after lightbeam passage through the pla
narly oriented samples based on ZhKM1277 containing
(1) 0.15% 2G dendrimer, (2) 0.15% 3G dendrimer, and
(3) 0.15% 3G dendrimer: (closed symbols) increases and
(open symbols) decreases in lightbeam power P.
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δ

Fig. 12. Theoretical dependences of the rotation angle ψm
of the director on dimensionless lightwave intensity δ at
values of parameter m of (1) 0, (2) 0.8, (3) 3, and (4) 6.
Curve 2 corresponds to the onset of bistability: (solid lines)
stable solutions and (dashed lines) unstable solutions.

weaker. Threshold power P1 is inversely proportional
to Δε (0)
eff ; hence, this parameter increases as the gener
ation number increases. Figure 13 illustrates the
results derived in terms of the proposed model as the
dependences Δεtot(ψ) normalized by parameter Δε (0)
eff
(2G).
Therefore, the theory [23] provides an adequate
description of the experimentally observed orienta
tional transitions in the NLCs during the action of
light and lowfrequency fields and makes it possible to
gain information about parameters characterizing
interaction between light and NLCs.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper has presented results on comprehensive
studies of the interaction of light and lowmolecular
mass nematic liquid crystals doped with highmolecu
larmass compounds of diverse architectures (comb
shaped polymers and 1G–5G dendrimers) containing
azobenzene fragments. The orientational optical non
linearity induced by polymers and 2G–5G dendrim
ers is negative (the director rotates perpendicularly to
the light field, thus decreasing the refractive index of
the extraordinary light wave) in contrast to the sign
alternating nonlinearity induced by lowmolecular
mass dyes whose structure is similar to that of azoben
zene fragments and 1G dendrimers. The magnitude of
negative nonlinearity increases as the generation num
ber of dendrimers increases. For combshaped poly
mer P1, the nonlinearity—toabsorption ratio
exceeds corresponding values for other lowmolecu
larmass dyes.

−10
(0)
Δεtot/Δεeff
(2G)
Fig. 13. Dependences of Δεtot on rotation angle ψ of the
(0)

director normalized by parameter Δε eff (2G) for dendrim
ers of different generations: (1) 2G, (2) 3G, and (3) 4G.
For the 4G dendrimer, parameter m defining the depen
dence of effective anisotropy on angle ψ is assumed to be
equal to zero.

The use of 2G and 3G dendrimers as dopants for
the nematic matrix has for the first time made it possi
ble to induce the firstorder Freedericksz transition
during the action of linearly polarized light. This tran
sition has a broad interval of bistability. Because of the
effect of light on the LC system containing dendrim
ers, the secondorder Freedericksz transition during
the action of a lowfrequency field transforms into a
firstorder transition. The orientational firstorder
transitions are well described in terms of a model that
takes into consideration the dependence of the factor
of enhancement of nonlinearity (relative to the non
linearity of the undoped nematic matrix) on the angle
between the light field and the director.
The causes of increased nonlinearity for dopants
with a more complex molecular structure require
independent studies. This phenomenon can be related
to changes in the order parameter of azobenzene chro
mophores and to the hindrance of trans–cis isomer
ization.
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